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 irc will not run.Any suggestions? mister_z, thank you cfhowlett: are you referring to a cam with that name or should i google
"ubuntu cam"? my netbook is using a realtek wifi card, which can't connect to the wifi network. i'm using ethernet until i can

find out why it won't connect to the network. mister_z, I'm referring to your name... mister_z, the page for camera discussion is
i'm going through it now. i just tried to install the kernel 4.0 beta and the installer is hanging. it hasnt frozen yet but i cant figure
out what to do i was hoping to be able to help test out some of the new hardware i cant even ctrl-c the installer vivid, never ran
into that before. might want to try #ubuntu-devel for more experts yeah ive been in the wrong room, thanks I was wondering if

anyone could help me with an ubuntu server question I have a ubuntu server, and I have just made an AMI from that server
image. I am wondering if anyone has any advice on running a GUI on that? Would I need a GUI on the server or can I run one
in a Vbox with the AMI? theres no easy way to do that, have you tried? it is not my current server, but I need to know how to
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start it so I can test on my server to make sure I can secure it the way I need it before I use it if its a vbox, you can just launch a
vbox session, and youre all set. im sorry, cant think of anything more im not exactly running a server, i might have some linux

experience but ive never ran a vbox session on a server 82157476af
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